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Algebra 1

We have been discussing how to use
proportions in a variety of ways. We have
discussed similar figures, % sentences,
various different types of word problems, and
how to use the information in the problem to
set up our own proportions. This week, we
will conclude our discussions by talking about
percent of change problems and then talk
about independent and dependent events, or
otherwise called, probability. We will, more
than likely, take a Unit 4 test this Friday,
October 31st. Remember, your child is able to
use their notes and old homework on tests so
help them get organized before Friday.

Algebra 3

We will finish our discussions this week of
radical equations. We have begun this
discussion but we deal with the harder level
problems this week, which require factoring
and checking.
We will take our Unit 4 test on Friday, which
will include equations.

Algebra 2
This week, we will conclude the “by hand”
portion of the matrix unit by discussing 3X3
determinants and how to use this
knowledge to solve a 3X4 matrix using
“Cramer’s Rule”.
After we get finished, there are a few things
we will learn how to do with the calculator.
We will should be finish with this unit on
Thursday and I hope we will be able to take
our Unit 4 test on Friday. Remember, all
tests and quizzes are open notes and
homework so begin helping your child get
organized for Friday.

Contact Information
My prep period is from 8:00-8:45 every day.
My email address is
wilsonc@bigelow.k12.ar.us
**Your child will more than likely have
homework every Monday-Thursday night
** If possible, your child needs a calculator at
home (solar for Alg 1, graphing (TI-84 for Alg
2)
Unit tests are this week. Encourage your
child to get their notes and homework
organized and look over their study guides!!

